IMU and History

und Verlegern Manuskripte mit seinen Ideen, vor allem über Technologie und Werbung unterzubringen.
Im Frühjahr 1971 kaufte er Land in den Wäldern bei
Lincoln, Montana, weit ab von anderen Menschen,
aber doch in der Nähe der Kreuzung von zwei Interstate Freeways: Von Seattle nach Chicago und von
Kanada nach San Diego. Er lebte in einer selbstgebauten Hütte ohne Elektrizität und fließendes Wasser
und aß vor allem das, was er in den Wäldern fand und
jagte.
Nach der Reportage der New York Times wurde
er im Frühjahr 1978 in der University of Chicago und
an der Northwestern University gesehen, wo er erfolglos versuchte, Unterstützung für die Veröffentlichung
eines Manuskriptes mit seinen Ideen zu erhalten.
Kurz danach lebte er für ein Jahr wieder bei seinen Eltern und arbeitete in einer von seinem Bruder
geleiteten Firma. Nach schweren Auseinandersetzungen mit ihm kehrte er in seine Hütte in Montana
zurück. Der Kontakt mit seinem Bruder wurde immer geringer, nach dessen Heirat 1991 brach er fast
vollständig ab. Zweimal bat er den Bruder noch um
größere Geldbeträge: Anfang 1994 und 1995.
In Lincoln traf Ted Kaczynski kaum jemanden,

aber er schrieb einige hundert Briefe: an seine Eltern und einen Brieffreund in Mexico, den er nie
persönlich gesehen hatte. Es waren vorwiegend Deklarationen, die Ähnlichkeiten mit dem Manifest haben, und schließlich auf seine Spur führten.
In Sacramento wurden die Manager eines Hotels und eines Hamburger-Restaurants ausfindig gemacht, die glauben, ihn im April 1995 gesehen zu haben. Inzwischen ist Ted Kaczinsky wieder in Sacramento, wo er in Untersuchungshaft auf seinen Prozeß wartet. Im Juli 1996 wurde wegen drei der Bombenanschläge Anklage erhoben. Wann der Prozeß beginnt, ist noch offen. Bei einer Verurteilung wegen
Mordes droht in Kalifornien die Todesstrafe.
Schließlich haben die Mathematiker in Berkeley
einen Höhepunkt der Publicity erreicht: wo sie auch
hinkommen, werden sie auf Ihren Kollegen, den Unabomber, angesprochen.
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IMU and History
von Olli Lehto
The International Mathematical Union (IMU) has a history full of dramatic events. The IMU was founded in
1920 in Strasbourg by the victorious Allies of World War I under the exceptional circumstances then prevailing.
During the 1920s it became increasingly clear that the Union was failing in its task to promote international
cooperation in mathematics. In 1932, after a stormy session in Zürich, the IMU ceased to exist. The attempts
in the following years to found a new Union did not lead anywhere and were abandoned in 1936. The new
IMU, which came into being de facto in 1950, de jure 1951, and started its activities in 1952, soon became a
truly international organization. Unlike its predecessor, it overcame the various difficulties that jeopardized
its activities. There is a good reason to say today that the new Union has been successful.
The following article relates how the IMU (and the author) became interested in history and outlines some
points of the history of the IMU, with special emphasis on the roJe of Germany.

IMU becomes interested in history
The IMU does not advertize itself much and appears
to be a fairly invisible organization. Even those who
have been actively engaged with the work of the IMU
are probably not too well acquainted with its historic past. The IMU concentrates on basic research,
teaching (through its Commission on Mathematical
Instruction) and, increasingly in recent years, contacts with applied areas and developing countries.
Not much attention is devoted to questions outside
these main activities.
In the first International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM) a century ago, the history of mathemat-
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ics played a significant role. After that, the part devoted to history in the ICMs has decreased. Interest
in history as such has not been fading, but contacts
between research mathematicians and mathematical
historians have weakened.
In the early 1970s, the International Union of History and Philosophy of Seiences (IUHPS) approached
the IMU with the proposition that its Commission
on the History of Mathematics be transformed into
a joint Commission of the IUHPS and the IMU. The
IMU was not interested in this, and nothing happened. But the IUHPS was not discouraged and repeated its suggestion in 1986. The mood of the IMU
had now changed. The Executive Committee of the
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IMU took a positive view, and on its recommendation the member countries accepted unanimously the
formation of a joint Commission on the History of
Mathematics in 1987.
I played a role in the adherence of the IMU to
the History Commission, having been elected Secretary of the Union from the beginning of 1983. A
few months later, I was elected Rector of the University of Helsinki. A pleasant duty of the rector was
to attend important anniversary celebrations of other
European universities. On these occasions, the significance of traditionwas always emphasized. The importance of knowing the past as a guide for the future
was a recurrent theme. I clearly remernher the 600th
anniversary of the University of Heidelberg in 1986,
with the motto: Aus Tradition in die Zukunft. At this
same time, preparations were started in Helsinki to
celebrate the 350th anniversary of the University in
1990. 1 As Rector I soon became involved with questions concerning the past of the University. Since I
have always been interested in history, this was not
a heavy obligation.
The involvement with tradition friendly academic
affairs may have infiuenced my work in the IMU. In
April, 1990 the Executive Committee of the IMU
decided that the Union's archives should be organized and catalogued and that the history of the IMU
should be written. As Secretary I had proposed that
these items be discussed at the meeting, without having any personal involvement with their practical execution in mind. I thought that my IMU Secretary
Mrs. Tuulikki Mäkeläinen could arrange the archives.
However, it soon became apparent that organizing
the papers, which were stored at the Eidgenössische
Technische Hochschule Zürich, was a much more demanding task than had been first estimated. The
work could not possibly be completed during occasional visits from Helsinki to Zürich. For a while,
no progress was made, neither with the archives nor
with the history.
Over the years, there had been some vague talk
about moving the material of the IMU to Helsinki.
By coincidence, new facilities were completed for the
archives of the University of Helsinki in 1993. There
was enough storage space and a Chief Archivist with
the philosophy that the IMU papers would be a precious trophy. In October 1994, hundreds of kilograms
of IMU material arrived in Helsinki. With Tuulikki
Mäkeläinen, we had the papers arranged and catalogued in May 1996. The material is in 115 boxes,
subdivided into several hundred Iabelied files .
The decision to transfer the IMU material from
Zürich to Helsinki was made by the IMU Executive
Committee in April 1994. At the sametime the EC
asked me to write the history of the IMU. Having
retired from the University of Helsinki, accepting the
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history project would not have been impossible, the
archival material of the new IMU in Helsinki would
have greatly facilitated the work, and the often tedious arrangement of the Union's papers would have
become far more interesting. Yet I realized the problems connected with the work and feit that, having
advocated the writing of the history myself, I had
to find out whether someone eise might have plans
in this direction. In August 1994, during the ICM
in Zürich, I was finally in the position to give my
consent.
Having begun the work I realized that the vicissitudes of the Union are of additional interest because
they are so deeply interrelated with world politics.
The repercussions of the two World Wars and t he
Cold War are inseparably connected with the history
of the IMU.

The old IMU
My first approach to the work was to give only abrief
account of the old IMU, as a background for the history of the new Union. From the point of view of
my writing, this would have been justified, because
1952, the year of the first IMU General Assembly,
marks a distinct dividing line. From that year on, a
lot of IMU material is available. In contrast, about
the events prior to 1952 there was not a single paper in the archives of the IMU. For both the archives
and my work, I initiated a search for relevant source
material. With the discovery of more and more information of the events before World War II, I became
increasingly interested in learning why the old IMU
had been a failure. As I also had the feeling that
some developments were not commonly known, the
part concerned with the old IMU kept expanding. I
still have not found all the source material I have
been looking for.
The narrative begins with a brief survey of the
expansion of scientific research in the 19th century,
which gradually gave rise to organized international
cooperation. Germany and France played the leading role in the initiatioh of collaboration in mathematics. The two most important early German contributors were Georg Cantor, the first President of
DMV, and the legendary Felix Klein. A Iandmark
of the highest significance was the first International
Congress of Mathematicians in Zürich 1897. A permanent form of mathematical cooperation was established there. First, it was decided to hold International Gongresses regularly. 2 Second, the Zürich
Congress adopted rules concerning the structure and
activities of the ICMs. Many of these rules are st ill
being followed, either by the ICMs or the IMU.
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Proposals were made before World War I to found
an IMU, but they were rejected. It was feit that
the ICMs could well take care of joint mathematical interests. The World War brought about farreaching political changes, which were also reflected
in science. The War was scarcely over, when the first
steps were taken towards the formation of an IMU,
not as a direct initiative of mathematicians but as
a result of new arrangements regarding international
science policy. To replace existing organizations, the
academies of the Allied Powers, France, the United
Kingdom, the United States and others, established
in 1919 the International Research Council (IRC).
Under the IRC, scientific unians could be formed.
This is how the IMU came into being in 1920.
The IRC and its Unions were open only to Allied and neutral countries. The Central Powers, Germany, Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria, were excluded
from adhering these organizations. Once the IMU
was founded, it was stipulated that the ICMs could
be attended only by mathematicians from countries
which were members of the IRC.
In the years following 1920, the political climate began to change. The passions brought to
the fore by the war were cooling down in the scientific community. Ever lauder demands were made
for unrestricted internationalism in science, including mathematics. 3 In 1926 the IRC decided to invite
Germany and the other Central Powers to the Council and its Unions.
Yet discussions in the Kartell of German
Academies (which included the Austrian Academy)
did not Iead to a decision, in spite of the recommendation of the German Government to join. Apart
from being reluctant to accept favours from the hitherto hostile IRC, the Kartell would have preferred a
world organization where the Academies would have
a higher status than in the IRC and which would include both the sciences and humanities. (The Counterpart of the IRC for humanities, the International
Academic Union, had also been founded in 1919.)
In 1931 the IRC was transformed into the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). ICSU,
which emphasized its totally non-political character
and invited all nations to join it, was viewed more
favourably than the IRC in Germany, but as before,
the Kartell refused to join the Council and its Unions.
After 1933 the Kartelllost its independence from the
political power. Germany adhered to the International Academic Union in 1935, but it did not join
ICSU and its Unions until after World War II.
In 1928 disturbances broke out in the mathematical world in connection with the ICM in Bologna.
Following the opinion of the great majority of the
world's mathematicians, the Italian organizers restored unrestricted participation. In Germany the re-
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action about attendance was divided. A group, with
Ludwig Hieberbach as spokesman, urged the boycott
of the Congress. But the prestigious David Hilbert
was strongly in favour of participation, with the result that the Germans formed the largest national
contingent in Bologna after the Italians.
Another crisis was due to the French Secretary
General of the IMU, Gabriel Koenigs. Formally the
attendance of mathematicians from Germany, which
was not a member of the IRC, violated the rules of
the IMU. Koenigs pointed this out and went so far as
to advise the member countries of the IMU to refrain
from attending the Bologna Congress. This appeal
went unheeded and led to the separation of the IMU
from the ICMs.
I have used the title "The IMU adrift" for the section describing the Union in 1929- 1932. It was feit,
especially in the United States, that the Union had no
problems important enough to warrant its existence.
The 1932 General Assembly of the IMU resolved that
a Commission be set up to investigate international
cooperation in mathematics and to present its recommendations to the ICM 1936. In the meantime, the
IMU was suspended. In practice this meant the end
of the Union. During the next four years 1933- 1936
the political situation in the world worsened, and it
was not thought appropriate to form a new union in
1936.

The new IMU
After the Second World War, ICSU maintained its
principle of keeping politics out of science, recalling in 1946 t hat in this respect a grave error had
been committed after World War I. The mathematicians adopted the same policy of universality. This
was explicitly expressed by the American Organizing Committee of the firstpost-war ICM, which was
held at Harvard University in 1950. The same principle of openness was followed during the world-wide
preparatory work, led by the American Professor
Marshall Stone, which aimed at founding a new IMU.
The existence of the IMU was officially declared in
September 1951, after ten countries had ratified the
statutes approved a year earlier.
The membership of Germany was a special case.
Memories of the war were still fresh in mind, and in
1949 Germany was partitioned into two states, West
and East Germany. However, among the mathematicians of the world there was no Opposition to German
adherence, and when Germany joined the Union in
1951, among the first ten countries, it was through
a National Committee representing both West and
East Germany. Only much later, in 1964, did East
Germany become a member in its own right.
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The story of the new IMU contains a number of
remarkable successes. But the Union has also had
many difficulties. The Iron Curtain was drawn before the Union had come into existence. It was not
at all clear at the beginning how to regulate the relations between the IMU and the ICMs, a question
of paramount importance for both parties. Lack of
funds hampered the launehing of many projects.
These initial problems were gradually solved. In
the 1960s, the Union consolidated its position and
could thus better deal with new difficulties, where
politics and questions of morality were entangled
with mathematics. The section "IMU and Soviet National Committee" is an account of the deep conflict
between the Union and the Soviets about the scientific program of the ICMs and how the disagreement
suddenly disappeared in 1979. The section "Martial
law in the host country of the Congress" deals with
the complications related to the ICM in Warsaw. A
Soviet candidate for the IMU presidency was opposed
for reasons ofhuman rights, and this forced the Union
to clarify what its non-political status meant. South
Africa caused problems in connection with the principle of Free Circulation of Scientists, and the adherence of the People's Republic of China to the IMU
was complicated and time consuming.

It is too early to assess the impact on the IMU of
the profound changes in the world which took place
in 1989 and later. It is however certain that the immediate future of the IMU is again full of challenges.

Remarks
1 The 300th anniversary could not be celebrated as
planned in 1940 (the Winter War had just ended in Finland).
2 The Berlin IGM 1998 will be the 23rd. The Gongresses
of 1920 and 1924 are then included, even though they
were not truly international since Gentral Powers were
barred from participation. For t his reason, the Gongresses have not been designated by their order number
since 1920.
3 A chief architect of the discriminatory policy was the
French mathematician Emile Picard, the President of the
IRG. Hardy and Mittag-Leffier were among hisoutspoken
critics.
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Erinnerung an Herbert Seifert
von Albrecht Dold

Herbert Seifert ist am 1. Oktober 1996 im
90. Lebensjahr infolge Nierenversagens in Heidelberg gestorben. Er war Mitglied der Deutschen
Mathematiker-Vereinigung seit 1930, Ehrenmitglied
seit 1992 Er promovierte 1930 an der TH Dresden und außerdem, auf Anraten seines Lehrers
W Threlfall, 1932 an der Universität Leipzig (bei
B. v. d. Waerden). Seit 1937 war er ordentlicher Pro-
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fessor in Heidelberg.
Herbert Seifert war ein Pionier der modernen
geometrisch-algebraischen Topologie. Sein Lehrbuch
mit Threlfall (1934) verbindet in unübertroffener
Weise anschauliches und technisches Verständnis des
Gebiets. Gleiches gilt für seine "Variationsrechnung
im Großen". Seifert-Faserungen, -Mannigfaltigkeiten,
-Knoteninvarianten sind Pionierleistungen von bleibender Aktualität. Seine Approximation differenzierbarer Mannigfaltigkeiten durch algebraische, oder
seine angebliche Vermutung über geschlossene Integralkurven von Vektorfeldern haben jeweils bedeutende, anhaltende Entwicklungen ausgelöst.
Seine Schüler führte er mit unaufdringlicher Autorität - sicher an kaum merklicher langer Leine. Sie
werden ihm immer dafür dankbar sein.
Ein ausführlicher informativer Nachruf ist vorgesehen.
Adresse des Autors:
Prof. Dr. Albrecht Dold
Mathematisches Institut, Universität Heidelberg
Im Neuenheimer Feld 288, 69120 Heidelberg
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